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Appendix A: Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations

AI Artificial Intelligence
API Application Programming Interface

Control Natural Language

General Architecture for Text Engineering

CNL

GATE

GB Giga Byte

GUI Graphical User Interfaces
IT Information Technology
KB Knowledge Base

NLP Natural Language Processing

OS Operating System

OWL Web Ontology Language

OWL-QL Web Ontology Language-Query Language

PC Personal Computer

QBLS Question Base Learning System

Random Access MemoryRAM

Research Review DocumentRRD

Semantic Self Learning And Teaching AgentSESLATA

Sri Lanka Institute of Information TechnologySLUT
Software Requirement SpecificationSRS
Uniform Resource LocatorURL

Natural Language processing 

A field of computer 

computers and human (natural) languages, 
information from computer databases into readable human language.

science and linguistics concerned with the interactions between
Natural language generation systems convert
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Controlled natural languages

AN subset, of natural languages, obtlincd „y ,he gramln>r ^ ^^ .„
order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and complexity.

Ontology

A formal representation of the knowledge, by a set of concepts within a domain and the 

relationships between those

domain, and may be used to describe the domain.
concepts. It is used to reason about the properties of that

A knowledge base

A special kind of database for knowledge management, providing the means for the 

computerized collection, organization, and retrieval of knowledge. Also a collection of 

data representing related experiences, their results is related to their problems and 

solutions.

Artificial intelligence
The intelligence of machines and the branch of computer science that aims to create it. 
Textbooks define the field as "the study and design of intelligent agents," where an 

intelligent agent is a system that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize 

its chances of success, which coined the term in 1956, defines it as "the science and 

engineering of making intelligent machines."

Inference engine
A computer program that tries to derive answers from a knowledge base. It is the brain

about the information in the knowledge base for thethat expert systems use to reason 

ultimate purpose of formulating new conclusions. Inference engines are considered to be a 

special case of reasoning engines, which can use more general methods of reasoning.

Parsing
The process of analyse a teat, "»* °f * W'"" of totos (f°' “

grammatical slruclure with respect to a given (more or less) formal grammar.determine its
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Annotation

A summary made of information im a book, document, online record, video, software code
or other information. Commonly this i used, for example, in draft documents, where 
another reader has written notes about the quality of a document at 
margin", or

a certain point, "in the
perhaps just underlined or highlighted passages.

System interfaces

The System interacts with several other software applications. Several 

implemented over the SESLATA system, in order to interact with those software 

SESLATA 2 GATE API 

(API for GATE-5.1)

This is the API which uses to interact with the GATE-5.1 IDE. The GATE is responsible 

of assist the SESLATA in natural language processing activities.

API s will be

systems.

SESLATA 2 WORDNET API 

(API for word net 2.1)

The word Net 2.1 system assists in generating synonyms for the words broken in the early 

stage. The special API will be developed to interact with the word net 2.1

SESLATA 2 Protege API 

(API for Protege 4.1)
Protege 4.1.2 plays a major role in ontology creation of the SESLATA system, this is the 

API used for the purpose of interacting with the protege 4.1.2

SESLATA 2 JENA API 

(API for Jena Reasoner)
Jena reasoner is the built in inference engine for the SESLATA system. This will be the 

API developed for the interacting with the jena reasoner.
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Software interfaces

The SESLATA interacts with different software com 

in different stages of component. All these softw 

and customization options are freely available to the entire world.

ponents in order to achieve its task
are are open source and the source codes

Word Net-2.1

Word Net is a large lexical database of English language which groups English words into 

of synonyms (Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) called synsets. It provides short, 
general definitions, and records the various semantic relations between these

sets

synonym sets.
Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The 

resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated with the 

browser. An API which supports Word Net will be used to perform automatic text analysis 

throughout the research.

JENA Reasoner
Jena is an open source Semantic Web framework for Java. It provides a suitable 

programming environment for RDF, RDFS, OWL, SPARQL and an integrated rule-based 

inference mechanism. Jena can be used to import OWL ontology into suitable models, 
process them and export them to OWL files. Once a query has been interpreted, reasoning 

process should take place in finding the most accurate answer, and this part is done by jena 

Due to its storage abstraction jena enables new storage subsystems to bereasoner.

Protege 4.1.2

.TheProtege is a free, open source ontology editor and knowledge-base framework 

Protege platform supports two main ways of modeling ontologies via the Protege-Frames
be exported into a variety of formats

, and
and Protege-OWL editors. Protege ontologies can
including RDP(S), OWL. and XML Schema. Prolbgb is t“cd on Java, is extensible 

provides , plug-and-play environment that mates i, a taible base fo, rapid prototypes

and application development.
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Protege software is currently transitioning from the 

entirely new release (Protege 4). Protege 3.X is version (Protege 3.X) to an 
widely used and the adoption of Protege 4 

you will find resources for both versions

current

is slowing happening, because of this,

User Operations

The system provides various operations and features depending on the user type. 
Ordinary user:
The user 

The logged users:

• Operate the system by inserting the questions and getting explanations

• Powered by the knowledge updating engine features

• Ability of continue the previous logging sessions

The un-Iogged users will only be able to operate with the first function given in the 

above list.

has given different priorities depending the status of logging or not.on

Domain Expert:

• Involving with learning activities

• Provide feed backs in both learning and teaching activities

• Refining the current processes

System Administartors:
Training activities relevant to both learning and teaching activities All stored 

contents will back up once a week. Different backup server will be used for the 

backup processes.
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Appendix B: Design Dilagrams of the system
Main Use Case Diagram

Natural Language 
> Processing

Ordinary User

\ 1\ Ontology
Creation\

\
\
\ '///The System

X/\ Updating
------------- Knowledge //

/ /\
/ /Domain Expert \
/\ &

/
Handle Experience 

Module /M
/

/
tr1

Question based 
Learning
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Natural Language Processing

*
Type text

Ordinary User Add Resources

\ Add PDF .
Convert to Doc

A

oAdd URL
Add Document

Vo- «indude»Domain Expert ~<3
Parse the sentence

Load GATE API

v
«indude»o <3

Verberlize the sentence Load Wordnet 2.1 software

\ •o
Annotate the sentence

\ ro
yCreate ontology scratch

\ r
«extend»

Refine annotated contentView annotated document
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Use case scenarios

Use case Add resources - URL
1.1

Pre conditions The system is in working order.

Actors Ordinary users

Description 1. The user adds an URL to the system

The system verifies the URL and finds the
availability of the site

The user adds the title, domain and description of 
the document to the system.

2.

3.

4. The system checks the syntactical correctness of
the document.

5. The system sends the document to the parser 
engine.

6. Use case ends.
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Use case Add
1.3

Pre conditions The system is in working order.

Actors Ordinary users

Description 1. The user adds the title, domain 
the document to the system.

the document.

and description of

2.

3. The system sends the document to the parser
engine.

4. Use case ends.

Use case Add resources - Paragraph or Page
1.2

The system is in working order.Pre conditions

Ordinary usersActors

The system reads the paragraph.Description 1.

The user adds the title, domain and description of
the document to the system.

The system checks the syntactical correctness ot
the document.

The system sends the document to the parser
engine. -

Use case ends.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Use case Parse the sentence
1.4

Pre conditions

Actors The system

Description I. The system loads the GATE API.

2. GATE API divides the document to
tokens. sentences and

3. Parser breaks the sentence to verbs, 
adverbs, adjectives etc.

nouns,

4. Parser sends the parts to the verbalizer.

5. Use case ends.

Use case Verbalize the sentence

1.5

The system is in working order.
Parser should separate the sentence into parts.

Pre conditions

The systemActors

The system loads the Word Net 2.1 software.Description 1.

Verbal izer gives meaning to the sentence by

integrating the Word Net software.
2.

Use case ends.3.

»
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Ontology creation

s' '"■v «include»O -<2)
APPly experience rules 

«Jptlude»

Access ontology scratch

s Search relevant 
experience«m^lude»

Load updating engine «inclucfe*>^ \
«include» ____---- O>

Create OntologyThe System Load Protege API

Update existing ontologyCreate new ontology

Vo «extend»

View created ontology View related ontologyDomain expert

■<±> «extend»

Revise ontology by providing feed 
backs

Revise ontology
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Main Class Diagram of the system

User Interface
GATE API<?Data: String

^Token: String
^AddDataQ

^OrrideTokensQ

V

AddResource Ul ParserQBLSUI
^Title' String
^Description: String 
^Domain: String 
^SourcePath: String

$Noun String
^Adjective: String 
^Adverb: String 
$Verb: String 
^Preposition: String

^Question String

^GiveAnswerQ
1.*

1..’ ^pubic wid AddResource Q
^ParseSentenceQ

WordNet
QBLS tfNoun

Question Stnng <$Verb
<?Adjectr«e
tfAdverb
^Preposition

^WriteAnswerQ Expenence Module VerbarSzer
ORules Siring tfWord: Strhg

^GetNounQ
^SelNounQ
*GelVerbQ
^SetVerfaQ
^GetAdjectiveQ
^Set AdjectrcQ

^Get Feedbacks 0 
^AddExpenenceQ

^GetWbrdQ

Explanation Module

tfKnowiedgelevel String

Update EngineOntology CreatorOntology Querying 
Module

^ExplainAnswerQ
$Data: Stnng^Scratch: String 

tfPreviousData: String<S>Que$tion: Siring 
^Answer: String

^CompreO
*UpdateQ^CreateOntologyO

^ProcessAnswerQ

Knowledge Depth Analysis 
Module

tfName: String 
<?Age: Integer 
^Educationlevel: String

^GetLe/elQ
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Appendix C Algorithms, Flowcharts and Pseudo Codes

Tokeniser Rules.

A rule has a left hand side (LHS) and a right hand side (RHS). The LHS is a regular 

expression which has to be matched on the input; the RHS describes the annotations to 

be added to the AnnotationSet. The LHS is separated from the RHS by The 

following operators can be used on the LHS:

I (or)
* (0 or more occurrences) 

? (0 or 1 occurrences)

+ (1 or more occurrences)

The RHS uses as a separator, and has the following format:

{LHS} > {Annotation type};{attribute 1}={value 1{attribute 

n}={value n}

Details about the primitive constructs available are given in the tokeniser file 

(Defau ItToken iser. Ru les).

The following tokeniser rule is for a word beginning with a single capital letter:

4 U PPERCA SEJLETTER ’ 4 LO WERC ASE_LETTER’ * >

Token;orth=upperInitial;kind=word;

It states that the sequence must begin with an uppercase letter, followed by zero or 

lowercase letters. This sequence will then be annotated as type ‘Token’. Themore
attribute ‘ortli' (orthography) has the value ‘upperlnitial’; the attribute ‘kind’ has the

value ‘word’.

POS Tagging Parameters
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CC - coordinating conjunction: ‘and’, 4

(multiplication), over (division). Also ‘for’ (because) and 

CD - cardinal number

DT - determiner: Articles including ‘a’, ‘an’,
‘some’, ‘those’.

EX - existential ‘there’: Unstressed ‘there’ that triggers inversion of the inflected verb 

and the logical subject; ‘There was a party in progress’.
FW - foreign word

IN - preposition or subordinating conjunction

JJ - adjective: Hyphenated compounds that are used as modifiers; happy-go-lucky.

JJR - adjective - comparative: Adjectives with the comparative ending ‘-er’ and a 

comparative meaning. Sometimes ‘more’ and ‘less’.

JJS - adjective - superlative: Adjectives with the superlative ending ‘-est’ (and ‘worst’). 

Sometimes ‘most’ and ‘least’.

JJSS - -unknown-, but probably a variant of JJS 

-LRB----unknown-

LS - list item marker: Numbers and letters used as identifiers of items in a list.

MD - modal: All verbs that don't take an ‘-s’ ending in the third person singular present: 

‘can’, ‘could’, ‘dare’, ‘may’, ‘might’, ‘must’, ‘ought’, ‘shall’, ‘should’, ‘will’, ‘would’. 

NN - noun - singular or mass

NNP - proper noun - singular: All words in names usually are capitalized but titles might 

not be.
NNPS - proper noun - plural: All words in names usually are capitalized but titles might 

not be.

NNS - noun - plural 

NP - proper noun - singular 

NPS - proper noun - plural
PDT - predeterminer: Determiner like elements preceding an article or possessive 

pronoun; ‘all/PDT his marbles', ‘quite/PDTa mess’.

POS - possessive ending: Nouns ending in "s’ or ‘ .

PP - personal pronoun ______________________________ _

but, ‘nor’, ‘or’, ‘yet’, plus, minus, less, times 

‘so’ (i.e., ‘so that’).

‘every’, ‘no’, ‘the’, ‘another’, ‘any’.
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PRPRS - unknown-, but probably possessive pronoun 

PRP - unknown-, but probably possessive pronoun 

PRPS - unknown, but probably possessi 

‘its’, ‘one’s’, ‘our’, and ‘their’.

RB - adverb: most words ending in ‘-ly’. Also ‘quite’

‘not’, ‘-n’t’, and ‘never5.

RBR - adverb - 

RBS - adverb - superlative 

RP - particle: Mostly monosyllabic words that also double as directional adverbs.

ive pronoun,such as ‘my5, ‘your5, ‘his5, ‘his5,

, ‘too5, ‘very5, ‘enough5, ‘indeed5,

comparative, adverbs ending with ‘-er5 with a comparative meaning.

JAPE Rule : Object Oriented Language
Phase: OBJECTORIENTEDLANGUAGE

Input: Lookup Token 

Options: control = appelt

Rule: OBJECTORIENTEDLANGUAGE1

(
{Lookup.majorType = objectorientedlanguage}

(
{Lookup.majorType == objectorientedlanguage}

)?
)
objectorientedlanguage

—>
{rule:objectorientedIanguage.OBJECTORIENTEDLANGUAGE

"OBJECTORIENTEDLANGUAGE!"}
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JAPE Rule: Declarative Language

Phase: DECLARATIVELANGUAGE
Input: Lookup Token 

Options: control = appelt

Rule: DECLARATIVELANGUAGE1
(

{Lookup.majorType — declarativelanguage}
(

{Lookup.majorType = declarativelanguage}
)?

)

declarativelanguage
—>

:declarativelanguage.DECLARATIVELANGUAGE
"DECLARATIVELANGUAGE1"}

{rule

OWL Rules
• If the word is a verb it is a property.

• If the word is an adjective it is a property.
• If the word is a general noun it is a class. (Use word net)

E.g.: Programming Languages, object oriented Languages
be an instance of particular class• If the word is a specific noun (proper noun) it can

, C++ (Most probably they are not dictionary words)E.g.: java
. If the word is a pronoun (it, he, she, they) navigate to the previous sentence’ subject

noun.
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!

• If sentence contains the numeric values it can be a value a property so navigate to 
the same and the previous sentence and check for property identification.

••
If the POS tags contains adjacent noun and a pronoun it can be a class/sub class and 

the instance of that particular class/sub class.

Sample Code work through with the rules

E.g.: Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun 

Microsystems (which is now a subsidiary of Oracle Corporation) and released in 1995 as 

component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform. The language derives much of its 

syntax from C and C++ but has a simpler object model and fewer low-level facilities. Java 

applications are typically compiled to byte code (class file) that can run on any Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture.

a core

Word (Token) Ontology Component

ClassProgramming language

Instance of Programming language 

Class

Java

PropertyDeveloped by
ClassPerson
Instance of Person ClassJames Gosling -
ClassOrganization !
PropertyDeveloped in
Instance of Organization ClassSun Microsystems
PropertyReleased
ClassYear
Instance of Year Class1995

is an artificial language designed to express computationsE.g.: A programming language 
that can be performed by a machine, particularly a computer. Programming languages can

that control the behavior of a machine, to express algorithms
be used to create programs 

precisely, or as a mode of human communication.
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Artificial language -class
Programming language-sub class of Artificial la 

Express - Property 

Computations - class

Machine Computations-sub class of Computations 

Create - Property // Programming language 

Programs- class

Express- Property // Programming languages express algorithms 

Algorithms-class.

nguage

s create programs
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Appendix D User Interfaces of the system

A pmorammino 

[Annotation Sets] Annotations List Annotations Stack

mbMessagGS ANNIE I
f

Go-reference Editor |Text]

Acomputerprogrammfng language is a tartguage: used to i IT
•write computer proarama.! put^r programmiofl: ~
jianguage involves a computer perrornn ing some Kind of ) 
imputation or algorithm^ P^tScrtpt programs aref 
frequently created by another program to control.a ctopiiteri 
£rinterqf display. In most practirat contacts a pr^ramrriing ’ 
fanguage invoives a computer; Programming languages ; 
differ from natural larvauaqes in that natural lanouaat&s are£ 
toy tised for Interaction between people.! .programming I 
languag es also ajjowRomansife

______ _____

programs.! 
gjffei^ntpu ijjtos

□ shhhi
F~1 FirstPerson 
0 JobTitls
D i-ooKup “'.HE 
0 OPERATINGSYSTEM
s/1 Organization 
3'. Person 
fc/1 Programminglanguage 
S! SOFTWARE

II

ipgss

ST'

££ Stentenoe-
O SpaceToken
□ Split
□ ffagrr."
o Unknown

tei at^Micrt^terr^li^s released in 
1995 as a core component of Sun MicrosystemsJava • 
platform, the language derives much of Its syntax from C

;i

at

l '□s
Initialisation Parameters;Docu m ent E d itor

the elements and individuals in a given documentThe system is capable of understanding 
separately. The Figure 3.1 shows the annealed output for the uploaded document which contains 

information about programming languages. The system has special ability to identify .be elements 

such as software, programming language, Object oriented languages etc...
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Ontology scratch of the System

( Open ^ , C:\Users\Darshika\Desktop\l.xml ~ '------------------

^ Read ^ Clear

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> ---------------- -------------
<Personnel>
<Sentence>Hany progrLiTl^Mveloae forfo/Sn s^ecificauJn^

13 a notation for siting prcgramS.<,Sentences <Sentenc“l 
<Sentence>A computer programming language is a language used to urite computer programs.</5 
<Sentence><SOFnJARE>NetBeans</SOFnJAPE> and <SOFnJARE>Visual Studio</SOFTIiIAP£>

<Sentence><Programminglanguage>Java</Programminglanguage> is a programming language origin? 
<SentenceXProgramminglanguage>Java</Programminglanguage> and <Programminglanguage>Smallta: 
<Sentence>Programming languages usually contain abstractions for defining and manipulating

<Sentence>All Turing complete languages can implement the same set of algorithms.</Sentenc? 
<Sentence>Harkup languages like <Programminglanguage>XML</Programminglanguage> or HTML mhic

IDEs are use

</Personnel>

Once the NLP builder completes its task the initially gathered knowledge is stored as the 

ontology scratch. The Figure describes the ontology scratch of the given 

annotated content is displayed with the meaningful semantics in the ontology scratch.

Document. The
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Ontology Scratch Refining screen for Domain Experts

(" Open ^ [ C:\Users\OarsNka\Deskop\l .xml 

( . i Refine

iguage>Snal 1 talk< / Pro gr aniningl anguago 
1 nonipuieting data structures or can be defined as pure object oriented lancuaaps <AZ 

controlling the flow of execution.</Sent*nce> <Sen£inco?r<

are exempte3 of lancuagt 
are not generally considered programming languages.<,

rt-mB.C/Sentenco <Sentence>ABSI ISO SQL <md <Per30n>ChaE1ty</Per3cn> 
i> or KTHL which define structured data

<L r - j

Category

Programming Languages

Value

HTML

R

Comments

Consider HTML as a programming language

Say
( Clear } (

The ontology scratch is refined by the domain expert, when there is any i

occurred. The domain experts are 

by providing a feed back to the initial knowledge.

■X

inconsistencies

facilitated to correct those mistakes or incorrect annotations
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Newly created Ontology
•;’V .°PW antok»av Scratch

\
j^\Users\D^5hi^\DSi0p\

Crz=0 G^Z>
<?xnl vecsioa=Mi. 0"
<Personnel>
<?xitl vecsion»"l. 0”
<!D0CTYPE rdl:RDF £

^lESZEEX oxi\ **hcrp: //ww. v3. ocg/2002/07/©wl#~>
< .rJTTTTY rdv *hccp: //ww. w3. 0»c^/I999/02/22-rd£-»vnrAic-««s«-»'r>
< !SiJTXTV rd£s //ww.v3. ocg/2000/01/rdf
< lEHTITV "udoku Titrp: //sudoku. ovl#'>
<!ENTITY xsd "http: //ww. w3. ocg/2001/XKLScha»a#,’>

<rd£:RDF xnlibase^^nctp: //sodoku, owl" 
x tains: owl«“4owl;" 
xbIm : rdf«”*rd£ ; - 
xml ns: cdfs«,rtEdfs;" 
xolns: sudo>cu»w k. sudoku ;•">

<! — Oncology InCoria-ation. —>
<owl: Oncology cdf: about«""/>

<!-- Classes
<ovl:Class rdf: abouc=rr#Cls3S_CC">

<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource »"#Class__Procedural~/> 
</oul:Class>

enco<luig="urF-S" ?>

encoding*"tnr-8" ?>

<ovl:ClftS5 rdf: abouc-"#C1 ass^FUnccioa">
<rdfs:sul*Cla3s0C rdf: cesource^-JfClass^QOP**^ 

</owl:Class>

<©vl:CXas3 cdf: abouc«"#Cittss_Funcc±©n_OriencedM/> 
<ovl:Class rdf: abouc*»"#Class<-iLogxcal"/>
<ovl: Class cdf: abouc=,r#Class_00F'T/>
<owl: Class cdf: abouc-,’#Class_Pcoc«ducal,V>

Rcpeshoty r«h: C:\U*cif\P*»*fca<»>P«***0l>

k OnceThe refined content is parsed in to the ontology editor in order to create the ontology
logy editor finishes its task, it displays the newly constructed ontology. The Figure 

illustrates the content of the newly constructed ontology in advance. It has identified the 

classes, objects and Individuals of the given document. In addition to that the edttor ,s 

capable enough lo identify the object properties, dale properties etc...

the onto
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Ontology visualization
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The editor contains an "ontology visualizer" which is responsible of illustrating the 

constructed ontology. Figure illustrates the constructed ontology visualization in a ven 

diagram which represents classes sub classes and the depth of each class is included.
ontology construction process the system completes the learning process of the 

The user can start the teaching session by asking a natural language question from
With the

system, 

the system.

illustrates the simple question raised by the use, end the SESLATA's answer 
is focused on providing a direct and simple short answer

Next Figure 

for the given question. The system

to the given question.
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Answering a simple question

Query

Question
what is java?

Explanation
java is a Programminglanguage
Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems.

The system is capable of providing more detailed answer for a questions like Explain
this scenario the system provides the detailed explanation for that type of

me

about java". In
question. Next Figure illustrates the sample question and the answer.
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Further explanations

pg mm
Question
Explain me about java

Explanation

Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems. 
Java was released in 1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems Java platform.
Java is a simple language,
Java is an object oriented language.
Java is robust and secure language.
Java and Smalltalk can be defined as pure object oriented languages.

The Domain experts are given facility to provide their feedbacks to the system's 

in advanced. The feedback can be provided in natural language when the system made a
mistake. Figure 3.8 illustrates such scenario where for a question "What is ADA?" and the

then the domain expert can provide the

answers

system's answer was "ADA is a person . Since
ing Language. When second time user raised the

correct answer the as ADA is a Programmin
question the system provides the correct answer.same
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Providing feedback

0$) Query

Question
L*>- 4 Feedback

whot is ADA?
what is ADA?

Explanation
ADA is a Person
Ada FORTRAN ALGOL Python are betongs to different generations of progra ADA is a Pcogc&uung language

Q Clear Comment ) ( Rdaxl

( Clear ) (DtutedEiH

illustrates the system's respond to the same question with the incorrect answer and
Figure
the correct answer refined by the domain expert.
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Appendix E Results of Evaluation

Question Human Answer System Answer Status
What is Java A programming 

language
Java is a program

language
Correct

Who developed

java?
James Goslin James Goslin has

developed java in 

sun micro systems

Correct

What is Sun 

Microsystems

A Company which 

developed java

Organization Partially correct

What is ADA A programming 

language

Ada is a program 

language

Correct

Explain me about

java

Java is a Java is a Insufficient

Information.programming 

language. It is pure 

object oriented. 

Used in the 

industry.

programming 

language developed 

by James Gosling at 

sun micro systems.

CorrectJava, Ada, Pascal,

C++, C

Java, Ada, Pascal,

C++, C

List Programming 

languages in the 

document
Answer is

irrelevant
A programming 

language
A language with

00 features.
What is an 00

language
Incorrect/NoMy knowledge is

not sufficient
One who codes the

program?
Who is a developer 

in programming 

languages?

answer
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Sample ontology file before reference with the WorldNet.cross
<?xml version="l.0" 
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ 

<!ENTITY
encoding="UTF-8"?>

ProgrammingLanguages 
"http://ProgrammingLanguages.owl#">

<!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">
<;™^TY rdf "http: //www.w3 . org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns-"> 

.ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.Org/2001/XMLSchema#">
]>
<rdf:RDF xml:base-"http://ProgrammingLanguages

xmlns : ProgrammingLanguages="&ProgrammingLanguages; " 
xmlns:owl="&owl;"

. owl"

xmlns:rdf="&rdf;">

<!-- Ontology Information —> 
<owl:Ontology rdf:about=""/>

<!— Classes 
<owl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
Cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class 
cowl:Class

—>
rdf:about="#Class_a"/>
rdf:about="#Class_abstractions"/>
rdf:about="#Class_ada"/>
rdf:about="#Class_algol"/>
rdf:about="#Class_algorithm"/>
rdf:about="#Class_algorithms"/>
rdf:about="#Class_an"/>
rdf:about="#Class_are"/>
rdf:about="#Class_array"/>
rdf:about="#Class_as"/>
rdf:about="#Class_at"/>
rdf:about="#Class_basic"/>
rdf:about="#Class_be"/>
rdf:about="#Class_behavior"/>
rdf:about="#Class_building" />
rdf:about="#Class_c"/>
rdf:about="#Class_c++"/>
rdf:about="#Class_can"/>
rdf: about="#Class__charity"/>
rdf:about="#Class_code"/>
rdf:about="#Class_communication"/>
rdf:about="#Class_compiler"/> 
rdf:about="#Class_component"/> 
rdf:about="#Class_computation"/> 
rdf:about="#Class_computer"/> 
rdf * about="#Class_computers"/>
rdf:about="#Class_computing"/>
rdf: about="#Class__contexts"/> 
rdf:about="ttClass_control /> 
rdf:about="#Class_core"/> 
rdf:about="#Class_data /> 
rdf:about="#Class_database /> 
rdf • about=" ItClass databaseW>
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Cowl:

<!— Object Properties — >
<°wl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Property allow"/> 
<owl:Ob]ectProperty rdf: about="(fProperty~been"/>
<owl:Ob3ectProperty rdf : about="#Property_belongs"/> 
<owl:Ob]ectProperty rdf: about="#Property called"/> 
<owl:Ob]ectProperty rdf:about="#Property_cominunicate"/>
<owl: Ob] ectProperty rdf: about="#Property_compile"/>
<owl: Obj ectProperty rdf: about="#Property_complete"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Property_connected"/>
<owl: Ob j ect Property rdf: about="#Property_connects"/>
<owl: Obj ectProperty rdf: about="#Property_developed'7>

<!-- Instances
cProgrammingLanguages :Class_null rdf:about="#Instances a"/> 
cProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 

rdf: about=,,#Instances_abstractions,,/> 
rdf:about="#Instances_behavior"/>

CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 
rdf:about="#Instances_building"/>

CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null rdf:about="#Instances_c"/> 
CProgrammingLanguages : Class_null rdf: about="#Instances_c++n/> 
CProgrammingLanguages : Class_null rdf: about=M#Instances_canM/> 
CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 

rdf:about=n#Instances_charity"/>
CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 

rdf:about=M#Instances code"/>

—>

CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 
rdf:about=n#Instances_gosling"/>

:Class null rdf:about="#Instances_has />CProgrammingLanguages 
CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 

rdf:about="#Instances_have"/>
:Class nullCProgrammingLanguages 

rdf:about=M#Instances_html"/>
CProgrammingLanguages:Class_null 

rdf:about="#Instances_humann/>
:Class nullCProgrammingLanguages 

rdf:about="#Instances_humansM/>
:Class nullCProgrammingLanguages 

rdf:about="#Instances_ides"/>
<ProgramiiiingLanguages: Class_nuii 

="#Instances_imperative /
res: Class nullrdf:about

CProgrammingLanguages t/
= "#Instances_iinpl6ment /rdf:about

c/rdf:RDF>
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